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Water and other molecules (HCN, CWater and other molecules (HCN, C22HH22, OH, , OH, 

COCO22) discovered in ) discovered in protoplanetaryprotoplanetary disksdisks

Observed Spitzer-IRS 

spectrum vs. water model

Detection fractions near 50% for 

GKM stars (Pontoppidan+ 2010). 

Carr & Najita 2008
Salyk+ 2008

GKM stars (Pontoppidan+ 2010). 
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date



We cannot directly see planetWe cannot directly see planet--formation formation 
processes processes (because disks are largely optically thick) (because disks are largely optically thick) 

and must rely on models + surface tracersand must rely on models + surface tracers

What we see:What we want to study:



The molecular discoveries radically changed The molecular discoveries radically changed 

the number of tracers available to observersthe number of tracers available to observers

<2008: CO, 

H2
*

Observations: Theory:

Willacy & Woods 2009

*with a few interesting exceptions



The molecular discoveries radically changed The molecular discoveries radically changed 

the number of tracers available to observersthe number of tracers available to observers

<2008: CO, 

H2
*

Observations:

>2008: CO, H2, H2O, 

Theory:

>2008: CO, H2, H2O, 

OH, HCN, C2H2, CO2,

Willacy & Woods 2009

*with a few interesting exceptions

(e.g. Lahuis+ 2006). 



Water vapor observations can locate the disk Water vapor observations can locate the disk 

“snow“snow--line” line” (excitation acts as a proxy for disk location)(excitation acts as a proxy for disk location)

R (AU)
Zhang+, submitted



Molecular lines may reveal Molecular lines may reveal planetesimalplanetesimal

growthgrowth

Najita+, in prep

Larger disk mass � more sequestration of H2O in planetesimals?



GeminiGemini--Michelle groundMichelle ground--based followbased follow--up up 

program: Motivationprogram: Motivation



Molecular lines are unresolved and severely Molecular lines are unresolved and severely 

blended in IRS spectra, limiting modeling blended in IRS spectra, limiting modeling 

capabilitiescapabilities

Observed Spitzer-IRS spectrum with line identifications (Pontoppidan+ 2010)



Comparison of IRS and Michelle dataComparison of IRS and Michelle data

Salyk+, in prep



VelocityVelocity--resolved resolved lineshapeslineshapes reveal spatial reveal spatial 

and kinematic informationand kinematic information

Ex: disk winds Ex: disk winds –– possible source of radial possible source of radial 

mixing?mixing?

Pontoppidan+ 2011

See also Bast+ 2011



Water lines observable with Michelle probe Water lines observable with Michelle probe 

regions relevant to terrestrial planet regions relevant to terrestrial planet 

formationformation

Line surface 
brightness

(Pontoppidan+ 2010)

brightness

Disk Radius [AU]



GeminiGemini--Michelle groundMichelle ground--based followbased follow--up up 

program: Detailsprogram: Details

•7 disks observed in 2 runs (2011A and 

2011B)

•Focused on 2 settings for 7 disks as a 

small “survey”small “survey”

•For one disk, observed several settings for 

range of excitation temperatures 



GeminiGemini--Michelle water detections in Michelle water detections in 

“survey” “survey” 
Successful water detections!

Wavelength [µm]

F
lu
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Detections are Detections are only in sources with disk only in sources with disk 

windswinds
Successful water detections!

Wavelength [µm]

F
lu

x
 



Similar Similar lineshapeslineshapes suggest wind can suggest wind can 

support molecular Hsupport molecular H22O as well as COO as well as CO

Water emission from Gemini-Michelle

CO emission from Keck-NIRSPEC



Gemini-Michelle 

water line

The water in disk winds is hotter than in The water in disk winds is hotter than in 

disksdisks

water line

Eup ~ 5800 K

Spitzer-IRS water line Eup ~ 1100 K

Salyk+, in 

prep

Data also 

from 

Pontoppidan+ 

2010



DR Tau detections will allow us to study the DR Tau detections will allow us to study the 

disk wind environment (work in progress)disk wind environment (work in progress)

Water excitation diagram for many Michelle water detections from DR Tau

(Salyk+ in prep)



While disk wind studies are interesting in their own right, While disk wind studies are interesting in their own right, 

Michelle flux limits exclude most “typical” disks Michelle flux limits exclude most “typical” disks 

1 Jy



TEXES* offers a shortTEXES* offers a short--term way for Gemini to term way for Gemini to 
take advantage of this fieldtake advantage of this field

� High spectral and spatial resolution, 

MIR, grating spectrograph (R~100,000)

� Visitor Instrument on Gemini North 

(2006-2007) and NASA’s IRTF (2000-

2012)

� TEXES has not been on Gemini since 

*PI: Matt Richter, UC Davis

� TEXES has not been on Gemini since 

the announcement of the Spitzer-IRS 

results

� Time to reach given S/N goes as D^4 

for diffraction-limited sky-limited 

observations – not feasible on small 

telescopes

� There is still a large discovery space of 

molecules and sources to be exploited



TEXES achieves similar SNR in 65% of Michelle TEXES achieves similar SNR in 65% of Michelle 

integration timeintegration time

TEXES
(Carr, Knez + in prep)

TEXES 

convolved to 

R~30,000

itime = 38

minutes

SNR = 56

Michelle

itime = 50 minutes

SNR = 53

(Carr, Knez + in prep)



Michelle flux limits exclude most “typical” disks Michelle flux limits exclude most “typical” disks 

TEXES has proven ability to detect water in these disksTEXES has proven ability to detect water in these disks

1 Jy

0.75 Jy

(Carr+ in prep)



R=100,000 spectra can offer nonR=100,000 spectra can offer non--trivial additional trivial additional 

information on information on protoplanetaryprotoplanetary disks (disks (e.g. compared to VLTe.g. compared to VLT--

VISIR 2.0VISIR 2.0))
R=100,00 spectra show that CO 

and H2O can have different spatial 

origins

R=100,000 spectra reveal 

multiple foreground absorption 

components



What is the future of What is the future of midmid--IR spectroscopy of IR spectroscopy of 
disksdisks??

The scientific potential is large, and likely to grow 

with the information gleaned from ALMA.  ALMA is 

NOT sensitive to terrestrial-planet forming regions 

so IR/millimeter are complementary.

To contribute to this field, Gemini should consider 

ways to take advantage of high-resolution mid-IR 

instruments, especially given continuing 

improvements in detector and grating technology.



In SummaryIn Summary
-A major, high-impact breakthrough in the study of protoplanetary disks 

has occurred with the discovery of many molecules in planet-forming 

regions

-High-resolution (ground-based) observations of water and other 

molecules (HCN, C2H2, OH, CO2) offer advantages and unique 

potential for study that have not yet been exploited. The impact of 

ground-based data are greatly magnified by the existence of extensive 

ancillary data (especially from Spitzer-IRS)ancillary data (especially from Spitzer-IRS)

-We have confirmed the feasibility of high-resolution mid-IR 

observations of water vapor from disks and disks winds, but Gemini-

Michelle is not the way forward

-TEXES offers the best short-term opportunity for the Gemini 

community to continue this rich area of study, offering proven sensitivity 

with an already-existing visitor instrument  

-Improved high-resolution infrared spectroscopy is the way forward for 

cutting-edge studies of chemistry in planet-forming regions



Extra SlidesExtra Slides



TEXES fact sheetTEXES fact sheet

� High spectral and spatial 

resolution, MIR, grating 

spectrograph

◦ Operates between 4.5 and 25 µm

◦ R =100,000 (3 km/s) at 10 µm

� 0.5% spectral coverage with 2”- 6”

8/2/2012 Richter - UC Davis

� 0.5% spectral coverage with 2”- 6”

long slit (depending on telescope)

� medium (R=10,000) resolution, long-

slit mode available

◦ 2562 pixel Si:As IBC detector 

optimized for space

� Visitor Instrument on Gemini 

North (2006-2007) and NASA’s 

IRTF (2000-2012)



Resolved observations of nearResolved observations of near--IR IR vibrationalvibrational HH22O O 

lines have proven difficult due to stellar lines have proven difficult due to stellar 

photospheresphotospheres

T Tauri spectrum before correction
Photospheric model

T Tauri spectrum after correction
H2O + OH model

Stellar flux negligible near pure 

rotational water lines observable 

with Michelle



VISIR 2.0 Large program: Linking Chemistry VISIR 2.0 Large program: Linking Chemistry 

with Disk Evolution (>50 disks)with Disk Evolution (>50 disks)

PI: Pontoppidan



VISIR - Pontoppidan+ 2010



VelocityVelocity--resolved resolved lineshapeslineshapes reveal spatial reveal spatial 

and kinematic informationand kinematic information

Ex: disk inner radiiEx: disk inner radii

Salyk+ 2011



Small snowSmall snow--lines in some sources suggest lines in some sources suggest 

efficient vertical mixingefficient vertical mixing

Meijerink+ 2009



Molecular lines show that chemistry Molecular lines show that chemistry 

depends on spectral typedepends on spectral type

Pontoppidan+ 2010

Pascucci,  Apai+ 2009


